Youth Gets Cold Feet for Passion Pay
Interview with professor Jong Wook Kwak, Computer Engineering

1. 70% of job seekers have positive thinking about Passion Pay. What do you think about this situation?
   - Perhaps, students cannot afford to live themselves. If university students find out their level and raise it to be more competitive at an early age, they can reduce worries about job seeking and throw aside their rights, just to have a job.

2. Employers exist in high positions and employees exist in low positions. However, employees can’t insist on their rights. Why are they so downtrodden?
   - Actually, minimum wages are rising every year. There are many laws for employees but there is a limit how they can be applied in real life.

3. Employers and employees need a change of viewpoint. How can they achieve this?
   - If employees endure passion pay, they can grow their ability very well, there are no employers who discharge and exploit them. If your job does not care for you, you must compose a resignation letter and grow your competitiveness that will make your job life happy.

4. What changing needs are there in society’s point of view?
   - There are many place that law doesn’t exist, so rather than changing law, regular surveillance is necessary. Politician should support laws that favor employees and protect their rights.

5. Do you have any advice to youth in Passion pay’s danger?
   - In this professor’s opinion, I don’t like that student have part-time jobs. If reason of doing part-time job is tuition, it is better to study hard and take scholarship and doing self-improvement to get a job more quickly. It is good to consult your professor and find out your own ability and level. Professors can recommend you enterprises that are proven. Proven enterprises rarely utilize passion pay and employees who know themselves well do not suffer passion pay. By attending university, employees should understand their level and ability and make an effort to enter a company that fit them.

It is certain that Passion pay is unfair but young people that accept Passion pay without complains have problems. If someone treats their passion cheap, they must get angry. Many youth are tired about treatments that are not fit to their abilities. People who are powerful in society should treat youth’s passion pay precious.